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Abstract 
 

Resources in grid systems are heterogeneous, geographically distributed, belong to 

different administrative domains and apply different management policies. The roles of 

resource selection mechanisms are to identify, select and allocate the most suitable resources 

for a given set of tasks. This paper presents a taxonomy that facilitates identifying and 

classifying the mechanisms used in the implementation of grid resource selection process, as 

well as describing the most significant features of grid resource selection mechanisms. The 

benefit of this taxonomy is to highlight the main aspects of the selection mechanisms, which 

can help researchers and developers of grid resource management systems. 
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1. Introduction 
  

Grid computing emerged in the middle of 1990s as a wide-scale distributed system to 

offer dynamic coordinated resources sharing and high performance computing[1]. Grid 

technologies have evolved over the past two centuries from primary metacomputing into open 

grid service architecture (OGSA) using service oriented architecture (SOA) Concepts. 

Resources in grid system are heterogeneous, geographically distributed, belong to 

different administrative domains and apply different management policies[1]. Furthermore 

grid management systems do not have full control over the resources that belong to the grid. 

The term resource is defined in grid context to denote any capability that may be shared and 

exploited in a networked environment. The resources and services may differ in form of 

functionalities that they offer to the user, but both are similar in the way that they provide 

those functionalities to the users [1-3]; hence we can use the term resource more generally to 

refer to all types of ancient resources, as well as services. 

The taxonomy presented in this paper helps in identifying and classifying the mechanisms 

used in the implementation of grid resource selection process, as well as describing the most 

significant features of grid resource selection mechanisms. In this taxonomy we aim to 

highlight the main aspects of the selection mechanisms, which can benefit researchers and 

developers of grid resource management systems. The rest of the paper is organized as 

follows. Section 2 illustrates the related works, followed, in Section 3, by the description of 

phases of resource allocation process in grid computing. Section 4 presents the taxonomy that 

categorizes the resource selection mechanisms. We conclude the paper in Section 5. 
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2. Related Works 
 

Considering taxonomies in grid resource management process, Krauter et al [2]presented 

a taxonomy of grid resource management systems; this taxonomy mainly focused on 

categorizing grid systems and the whole process of resource management in grid. However, 

this study does not focus on resource selection in details. In [3] taxonomy the authors 

described the basic features of resource brokers and grid middlewares. Also a taxonomy of 

grid application is presented in[4]. Nassif et al In [5]illustrates a taxonomy and new resource 

selection system; however this taxonomy and system are based on decision theory, case-based 

reasoning, and fine-grain policies. Our taxonomy in this paper is focusing mainly in the 

resource selection mechanisms and aims to help in identifying and classifying the 

mechanisms used in the implementation of grid resource selection process; as well as 

describing the most significant features of grid resource selection mechanisms. 
 

3. Phases of Resource Allocation Process 
 

The resource Allocation process in grid systems as shown in figure 1 consists of three 

main phases: resources discovery, resource selection and resource usage. Following is a brief 

description of the resource allocation phases. 

 

 

Figure 1.    Resource Allocation Phases 
 

3.1 Resource Discovery 
 

Resource Discovery is the process of finding the appropriate resources that match 

the users job requirements [6]. One of the most important requirement for grid systems 

is an efficient resource discovery technique, which helps managing the resources and 

scheduling the users jobs. The activities of the resource discovery in grid systems 

involve resource registration in directory services and searching for the suitable  

resource types that match the application needs. The discovery process returns a set of 

candidate resources that can be used to execute the user application. A range of 

solutions has been proposed for resource discovery, including the hierarchical, peer-to-

peer and centralized approaches. 
 

3.2 Resource Selection 
 

The second phase of resource allocation process is selecting a number of resources that 

have been discovered in phase one resources to perform the users applications[7]. In some 

cases, resource selection phase is interleaved with the discovery phase to collect more 

information on the resources that have met the requirements[8]. As a result in some resource 

management approaches, the discovery and selection phases are twisted together and 

recognized in one single element. As such, it is so difficult sometimes to find out differences 

between resource discovery and selection phases. 
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3.3 Resource Usage 
 

This phase focuses in running the users applications on the selected resources and 

monitoring the execution. After Service Level Agreement (SLA) is initiated between the grid 

client and the resource provider, tasks can be implemented via the allocated resource. The 

resource provider may reserve some resources to achieve QoS in the agreement; also in some 

cases data is transferred from the grid client to the resource provider in order to process it 

with GridFTP. Furthermore some output files may move from the resource provider to the 

grid client if any. In this phase also the user can monitor the tasks during execution and when 

the task is ended, the grid client is informed by the provider[9].  
 

4. Taxonomy of Resource Selection Mechanisms 
 

Grid resource selection mechanisms can be categorized into several classes based on a 

number of features and characteristics. We present a taxonomy for grid resource selection 

mechanisms which covers mainly the common and important aspects and issues of grid 

resource selection mechanisms. The taxonomy presented in this paper describes the 

approaches used in selection decisions, the orientation and the objective in the selection 

process. In subsection a brief description of the selection models and methods is highlighted; 

this followed in subsection 4.5 by the organization of the selection and selection heuristics is 

presented in subsection 4.6. Classes of selection optimization methods are illustrated in 

subsection 4.7. 
 

4.1 Selection Decisions 
 

The decisions of selecting certain resources to perform client tasks are classified into two 

types as shown in Figure 2. Manual Selection is used when the grid clients desire to have full 

control over the selection process [9]. Often manual decision is used either if there are a small 

number of resources available in the network such as in a home Grid[10], or when the 

requested services are very rare and difficult to be described by the Resource description 

Languages RDL. Furthermore, Manual selection can be used when the resources or requested 

services are very rare; for instance, if a user requested a specific device for the detection of 

cancer by a physician. This device has specializations that are difficult to be described by 

resource description languages RDL. In this case, it would be desirable to give the physicians 

the list of available resources and let him choose the appropriate resources[9]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.    Selection Decisions 
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On the other hand, automated selection is suitable for situations where the grid networks 

have a huge number of resources and there are some RDLs that can describe those 

resources[11]. To apply the concept of Scalability, resource managers have to support the 

concept of automation. Since the grid systems consist of a large scale distributed resources, 

the automation of resource selection decisions had become a very critical feature.  
 

4.2 Selection Orientation 
 

 
 

Figure 3.    Selection Orientation 
 

The grid resource selection methods are classified, as shown in Fig 3, into system 

oriented, grid client oriented and provider oriented[3]. In System oriented methods, such as 

Condor-G, the selection methods aim to optimize the overall system performance, average 

response times(ART), fairness and utilization[2, 12-13]. Whereas in the client oriented 

methods, such as methods implemented in EMPEROR[14], the selection algorithms focus on 

meeting the needs of individual client by minimizing the completion time for all tasks 

submitted by that client, regardless of the overall system performance and utilization[12, 15-

16]. The provider oriented approach allows the resource providers to utilize and employ their 

resources effectively. However, this approach does not agree on any commitments for the 

status of their resources to any grid client[17]. 

 

4.3. Selection Models 
 

In grid Resource selection mechanisms, there are two main types of resource selection 

models as described in figure 4.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.    Selection Models 
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The functions of resource matchmaker (as shown in figure 5) are registering all resources 

status announced by resource providers and running matching algorithms. The rise in number 

of resources and the regularity of tasks demands lead to matchmaker overload problems. 

Furthermore, the matchmaker information often is out of dates. This is because the grid 

resource’s status is changing frequently and the matchmaker does not learn about the 

resources status until the resources advertise their new status to the matchmaker [18-20].The 

matchmaker can be implemented by a job manager[21] or using a centralized resource broker 

as discussed in[12]. Moreover, the matchmaker, like other centralized systems, represents 

performance bottleneck and single point of failure. 

 
 

Figure 5.    Resource Matchmaker 
 

Bidding-based model emerged to address the expired information, and the performance 

problems arose when using the matchmaking model [18-21]. As described in figure 6, the 

bidding process starts when a grid client sends call-for-proposal (CFP) requests to all 

available resource providers. According to their characteristics and status of their resources, 

resource providers determine if they can join the bidding process or not. If a resource provider 

participates in a bidding process, it sends a bid that expresses the status of its resources to the 

grid client. The grid client evaluates the bids received from providers, orders them and selects 

the resources that offer the best bids [17-18, 22-23]. Bidding based model suffers from lack of 

global system information, and hence the client brokers make the selection decision based on 

partial system global state information. Furthermore, since bidding based models do not 

maintain centralized resource management method. The system state may become imbalance 

if many grid clients greedily select the same resource providers that have the highest 

computational power [18]. 
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Figure 6.    Bidding process 
 

4.4 Securing Methods 
 

Based on the commitments of resources for tasks and the usability of resources we can 

categories two types of the bidding resource securing or reserving model, reserved resource 

model and non-reserved resource model (figure 4). In the reserved resource model when a 

resource provider decides to join a bidding process, it reserves the resource for that process to 

guarantee resource status in the future[21]. However, if the grid client later refuses the 

resource, that resource is squandered. Under these circumstances, other grid users possibly 

are ready to agree to the resource prior to the original user refuses it. Therefore, the likelihood 

for the resource provider to lose the chance for the participation in those other processes and 

support those grid clients is high[24-25]. 

On the contrary, in the non-reserved model, the resource providers do not reserve the 

resources for any bidding process. This approach permits the resource providers to utilize and 

employ their resources effectively. However, it does not agree commitments for resources’ 

status to any bid. In this case, a problem arises if more than one grid client send CFP for the 

same resources in the same resource provider simultaneously. The resource provider will 

participate in all bidding processes but will not guarantee the resource status for any client 

and hence the job execution time possibly will not be as estimated [18, 21, 25-26]. 

Furthermore, the non reserved model in most cases does not suit the economic grid 

environments, in which the grid client is obliged to pay for resource usage. For instance, if a 

grid client paid for specific resources, and the completion time is a critical factor to the user, 

then the resource reservation is essential to guarantee that the selected resources are 

committed to that user[13, 26]. 
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Reserved resource model wastes the providers’ resources; this is due to, more than one 

resource providers reserve their resources for a single bidding process and at the end, the grid 

client selects only one resource for task execution. And hence other resources miss the chance 

to participate in other bidding processes and serving other clients before they are rejected by 

the original grid client. On the other hand, non-reserved resource model lead to unexpected 

completion time for tasks. This happens because the resource provider may participate in 

more than one bidding by the same resources simultaneously. This makes the grid clients 

compete for the resources, and this competition may cause unexpected completion time for 

the submitted tasks. 
 

4.5 Organization 
 

According to [2-3] the organization of resource selection mechanisms is either centralized 

or distributed (Figure 7). In centralized resource Selection mechanisms, there is a broker or 

server that handles and deals with all tasks submitted to the grid system[12]. One of the 

advantages of the centralized resource selection mechanism, it has knowledge and control 

over all grid resources and tasks submitted to the grid system. Therefore, centralized selection 

can provide a good management for the submitted tasks. However, centralized mechanisms 

may become a performance bottleneck. Furthermore, centralized resource selection 

mechanisms, like other centralized systems, usually represents a single point of failure [27].  

 

 

Figure 7.    Selection Organization 
 

In distributed selection mechanisms the selection process is distributed over all grid 

resources and there is no one server that controls all the grid network resources. Distributed 

selection mechanisms provide scalable grid systems and do not represent single point of 

failure. However, distributed organizations suffer from the lack of knowledge about the 

global state of the system, and do not have full control over the grid resources [7, 12]. 

Distributed mechanisms are either, peer-to-peer or hierarchical. In peer-to-peer(as shown if 

figure 8), all resources in organizations join the grid have to register in one or more index 

servers[12]. The index server itself can register in other index servers. All users in the grid 

system have their own brokers, and they can use them to access the available resources[2]. 

For each resource broker to discover which resources are available it communicates with one 

or more index servers. In the hierarchical organization, the hierarchy consists of several 

clusters; each cluster has a number of nodes and a root node, called the cluster root. The 

cluster root responsibilities are to control the brokering and selection of the corresponded 
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cluster nodes and handles tasks submitted to the cluster[28-29]. To construct a higher level in 

the hierarchy, a number of clusters are collected and controlled by a root node[2].In this 

organization if any resource participates or leaves the virtual organization its status is 

gathered and handled by the higher level cluster root. The key feature of hierarchical schemes 

is to perform local resource selection and brokering first (within the cluster). If the selection 

or brokering algorithm fails to find matched resources within the cluster, then it searches in 

other levels of the hierarchy, so the aim of hierarchical organization is to reduce the amount 

of traffic and data exchange between clusters[28]. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.    Distributed Selection 
 

4.6 Selection Heuristics 

 

In the process of resource selection in heterogeneous environment, it is difficult to find 

rules that determine the right selection decisions. However researchers use heuristics to help 

obtaining better selection decisions. Heuristics are approaches that help make right decisions; 

but they do not always produce the correct selection decisions[30]. There are two different 

types of heuristics, as shown in Fig 8, that are commonly used in the process of resource 

selection; deterministic and probabilistic or stochastic[18]. In deterministic heuristics, all 

resources states are uniquely determined by parameters in the heuristics model. However, in 

probabilistic heuristics variables states are not determined uniquely, but they determined 

using probability distributions. Hence deterministic heuristics achieve the same result for a 

given initial conditions which is not necessary occur when using probabilistic heuristics[18].  
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Figure 8.    Selection Heuristics 
 

4.7 Mapping Methods 

 

The process of mapping jobs to resources and figuring out the execution order of the jobs 

allocated to each resource is classified into static and dynamic, figure 9. Dynamic techniques 

do the mapping immediately when jobs arrive. Whereas in static techniques, the total set of 

jobs is identified a priori and the mapping process is done previous to the execution of any of 

the jobs [31]. There are two types of dynamic mapping: on line mode and batch mode. In 

online mode the task is assigned immediately when it arrives the mapper; whereas in the 

batch mod tasks are gathered into a set, and this set is analyzed for resources s assigning 

before scheduling [31]. 

 

 
 

Figure 9.    Mapping Methods 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

Having a consistent taxonomy enables researchers and developers to identify obviously in 

which categories their work falls in. This paper presented a taxonomy for grid resource 

selection mechanisms. The taxonomy has mainly focused on selection decisions, orientation, 

models, organization and mapping methods of resource selection mechanisms. Our 

Taxonomy describes, in a simple way, the basic features of resource selection mechanisms, 

which can help researchers and developers of grid resource management systems to enhance 

the grid resource allocation process. 
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